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The competition of modern enterprise has turned to the competition of supply 
chain; inventory management under the supply chain environment has a direct impact 
on the enterprises’ competitiveness and the profit. Production process will produce the 
inventory, in order to maintain producing and reducing the influence of raw material 
producing cycle, it should keep some inventories. Weak inventory controlling results 
the waste of production capacity. Large inventory increases inventory cost, and 
occupies operating capital, even cause overdue and scrap loss, so the enterprise should 
keep a low inventory. On the other hand, out of safe inventory will let the enterprise 
can not meet the need of customers, lose the sale profit, and make customers distrust, 
and make the enterprise in a bad situation in the market competition. Therefore, 
inventory management has two goals: the one is to reduce the inventory cost; the 
other one is to shorten the delivery cycle and to improve customer service. 
This paper studies the inventory issues of the SCCXM Company from the 
perspective of the supply chain. The SCCXM Company is one of the thirty-second 
Coca-cola bottlers in China, founded in 1996. This paper firstly expounded the basic 
principles of inventory management and supply chain management. Then, based on 
these theory, it carried out a detailed analysis of the inventory management problem 
of the SCCXM Company, including raw material/products stocks occupy too much 
capital; inventory shortage happened often; a few products was overage; design of the 
package materials was expired and scraped. Then we propounded the special 
improvement measure of inventory management of the SCCXM 
company——1.Reducing the raw materials stock through VMI/JIT, optimizing 
transportation combination ,and making use of the third party logistics ;2.Reducing 
the finished product stock by messages instead of the practicality ,setting up new 
business pattern ,and strengthen the flexibility of product line;3.Turn the market 
activity eyes from the agency to the consumers;4.Controlling the product age 
weekly;5.Purchasing a few goods frequently. Finally, in summing up this study, I 
accounted for the shortage of the paper and the company, and gave some suggestions 
to the future study. 
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个省份及美国 11 个州部分地区，专营地域包括 509 个销售办事处：中国内地 468
个、香港 1 个、台湾 13 个及美国 27 个，专营区域人口总数估计为 4.48 亿人，
主要品牌有：可口可乐、雪碧、芬达、醒目、雀巢柠檬茶、雀巢咖啡、美汁源、
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